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CUT-AND-JOIN EQUATION FOR MONOTONE HURWITZ NUMBERS
REVISITED
P. DUNIN-BARKOWSKI, R. KRAMER, A. POPOLITOV, AND S. SHADRIN
Abstract. We give a new proof of the cut-and-join equation for the monotone Hurwitz numbers,
derived first by Goulden, Guay-Paquet, and Novak. The main interest in this particular equation
is its close relation to the quadratic loop equation in the theory of spectral curve topological
recursion, and we recall this motivation giving a new proof of the topological recursion for
monotone Hurwitz numbers, obtained first by Do, Dyer, and Mathews.
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1. Introduction
The monotone Hurwitz numbers were introduced by Goulden, Guay-Paquet, and Novak in
relation to the HCIZ integral [GGPN14], and they discovered many properties of these num-
bers that generalized known results for the usual Hurwitz numbers. In particular, they con-
jectured in [GGPN13a] that monotone Hurwitz numbers satisfy the spectral curve topological
recursion [EO07], and this conjecture was proved by Do, Dyer, and Mathews in [DDM17].
These numbers are related to hypergeometric tau-functions [HO15], and there is a number of
new results and conjectures about them and their orbifold generalization, see [ACEH18, ALS16,
DK17, KLS16]. In particular, Do and Karev conjectured in [DK17] that orbifold monotone Hur-
witz numbers also satisfy topological recursion, and provided the spectral curve data for it, but,
to the best of our knowledge, their conjecture is still open (though some progress was achieved
in [ACEH18, KLS16]).
This goal of this paper is to understand better the connection between the operators Bďb , b ě 1,
that produce monotone Hurwitz numbers in terms of the representation theory of the symmetric
group [ALS16], and the form of the cut-and-join equation obtained by Goulden, Guay-Paquet, and
Novak. The eigenvalue of the operator Bďb on an irreducible representation indexed by a partition
λ is given by a complete homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree b of its content vector.
In the meanwhile, the cut-and-join equation [GGPN13a, Theorem 1.2] seems to reflect the expo-
nential action of the second Casimir operator C2, whose eigenvalue on an irreducible representation
indexed by partition λ “ pλ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λ` ą 0q is given by
1
2
ÿ`
i“1
«ˆ
λi ´ i` 1
2
˙2
´
ˆ
´i` 1
2
˙2ff
,
which is equal to the sum of the components of the content vector. There is no obvious way to
connect Běb , b ě 1, and C2, and the goal of this paper is to give a new proof of the theorem of
Goulden, Guay-Paquet, and Novak in such a way that this subtle point would be clarified.
Note that Goulden-Guay-Paquet-Novak’s proof involves careful analysis of what happens with all
the permutations under the “cut” and two different “join” operations, while our proof is completely
different and is given in terms of the operators on the semi-infinite wedge (or, in other words,
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fermionic) space. One more alternative proof that works, however, only in genus 0 was recently
found by Carrell and Goulden [CG18].
Our main interest in analysing in detail how the cut-and-join operator of Goulden, Guay-Paquet,
and Novak occurs in the theory of monotone Hurwitz numbers comes from the prominent role
that this explicit operator plays in the theory of topological recursion. The technique developed
in [BEO15, BS17] allows us to immediately derive the topological recursion statement from this
particular shape of the cut-and-join operator, once we know the (quasi-)polynomiality property of
monotone Hurwitz numbers.
The required polynomiality property was first proved in [GGPN13b, Theorem 1.5], and an
alternative proof is available as a special case of [KLS16, Theorem 5.2]. So, applying these results,
we immediately obtain a new proof of topological recursion for monotone Hurwitz numbers, first
proved in [DDM17, Theorem 1].
We expect that the approach described in the present paper might be helpful in developing a
proof of the aforementioned open Do-Karev conjecture on the topological recursion for the orbifold
monotone case.
1.1. Structure of the paper. In section 2 we recall one of the possible forms of the cut-and-join
equation of Goulden, Guay-Paquet, and Novak for the monotone Hurwitz numbers and give a new
proof for it. In section 3 we recall the topological recursion statement of Do, Dyer, and Mathews,
and give a new proof for it.
1.2. Acknowledgments. P.D.-B. was supported by RFBR grant 16-31-60044-mol a dk. S.S. and
R.K. were supported by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research. A.P. was supported
by the the grant “Geometry and Physics” from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg foundation.
We thank Guoniu Han and Huan Xiong for useful remarks.
2. Monotone Hurwitz numbers and cut-and-join equation
For a partition µ $ d we denote by `pµq its length and by µ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě µ`pµq its parts. We
associate to µ a Young diagram that we denote also by µ, whose boxes have row coordinates from
1 to `pµq and the column coordinates in the i-th row from 1 to µi. By |µ| we denote the number
of boxes, that is |µ| :“ d.
A disconnected monotone Hurwitz number depends on a partition µ $ d of a positive integer d
(the degree) and on a genus g P Z that can be, potentially, negative (since we have the disconnected
case), but the parameter b “ 2g ´ 2` d` `pµq must be non-negative. It is given by
H‚g,µ :“
ÿ
λ$d
dimλ
d!
χλpµqś`pµq
i“1 µi
h2g´2`d``pµqpcrλ1 , . . . , crλdq.
Here h2g´2`d``pµq “ hb is the full homogeneous symmetric function of its variables of degree
b “ 2g ´ 2` d` `pµq, and crλ is the vector of contents of the standard Young tableau associated
to the diagram λ that is, if ci and ri are the column and the row indices of the box i, then
crλi :“ ci ´ ri. By dimλ we denote the dimension of the representation λ, and by χλpµq the
character of the representation λ evaluated at the the conjugacy class of cycle type µ.
In order to relate this definition to the notation used in the introduction let us mention that
hbpcrλ1 , . . . , crλnq, b ě 0, can be considered as the eigenvalue of the action of the operator Běb in
the representation λ, where Běb is defined as the central element given by the full homogeneous
symmetric function of degree b of the Jucys-Murphy elements J2, . . . ,J|λ|, see details in [ALS16].
The generating function for the disconnected monotone Hurwitz numbers is defined as
Zps, t,pq :“ 1`
ÿ
dě1, µ$d, bě0
g:“ b´d´`pµqq2 PZ
sd
d!
tbH‚g,µpµ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pµ`pµq
We give a new proof of the following cut-and-join equation for this function, which was first derived
in [GGPN13a, Theorem 1.2].
Theorem 2.1. We have:
(1)
1
2t
„
s
B
Bs ´ sp1

Z “ 1
2
8ÿ
i,j“1
„
pi` jqpipj BBpi`j ` ijpi`j
B2
BpiBpj

Z.
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Proof. It is convenient to rewrite equation (1) using the semi-infinite wedge formalism interpre-
tation of the monotone Hurwitz developed in [ALS16]. We do not repeat here the definition of
the semi-infinite wedge space and the relevant operators, as it can be found in [KLS16, Section
2]. Moreover, in physics literature semi-infinite wedge formalism is widely known under the name
of “free-fermion formalism” and is a standard tool in theory of KP/Toda integrability of matrix
models [Mor99, Section 4.2]. In the standard notation we have:
Zps, t,pq “ @0ˇˇ eř8i“1 αipii Dphqptqeα´1s ˇˇ0D,
where the operator Dphqptq acts diagonally on the basis vectors
vλ – pλ1 ´ 1
2
q ^ pλ2 ´ 3
2
q ^ pλ3 ´ 5
2
q ^ . . .
with the eigenvalue given by the action of
ř8
b“0B
ě
b t
b in the representation λ.
Equation (1) is equivalent to the following one:
s
2t
”@
0
ˇˇ
e
ř8
i“1
αipi
i Dphqptqα´1eα´1s
ˇˇ
0
D´ @0ˇˇ eř8i“1 αipii α´1Dphqptqeα´1s ˇˇ0Dı(2)
“ @0ˇˇ eř8i“1 αipii DphqptqF2eα´1s ˇˇ0D.
In order to understand the left hand side of this equation, we have to compute rDphqptqα´1seα´1s
ˇˇ
0
〉
.
By definition, Dphqptqvλ “ ś|λ|i“1p1 ´ t ¨ criλq´1. For any λ $ d we denote by λz1 set of partitions
ν $ d ´ 1 whose Young diagram can be obtained by removing one corner box from the Young
diagram of λ. We denote this special corner box by lλ{ν . Recall that dimλ “ řνPλz1 dim ν, by
the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule. The action of α´1 is given by α´1vλ “ řνz1Qλ vν . Using these
formulas, we have:
rDphqptq, α´1sesα´1
ˇˇ
0
〉 “ÿ
λ
«ź
lPλ
1
1´ t crλl
ff
s|λ|
dimλ
|λ|!
ÿ
νz1Qλ
t crνlν{λ
1´ t crνlν{λ
vν
“ t
ÿ
ν
«ź
lPν
1
1´ t crνl
ff
s|ν|´1
p|ν| ´ 1q!
ÿ
λPνz1
crνlν{λ dimλ vν .
On the right hand side we recall that F2vλ “ C2pλqvλ, and we have
DphqptqF2esα´1
ˇˇ
0
〉 “ÿ
ν
«ź
lPν
1
1´ t crνl
ff
s|ν|
|ν|! dim ν
«ÿ
lPν
crνl
ff
vν .
So, equation (2) is equivalent to the following statement that should be true for any Young diagram
ν:
|ν|
ÿ
λPνz1
dimλ ¨ crνlν{λ “ 2 dim ν
ÿ
lPν
crνl
Recall that dim ν “ |ν|!{Hν , where by Hν we denote the product of the hook lengths of all boxes
in ν. Thus we reduce equation (2) to the following equation for any Young diagram ν:ÿ
λPνz1
crνlν{λ
Hλ
“ 2
Hν
ÿ
lPν
crνl.
We prove this equation below, see Lemma 2.3, and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 2.2. Note how amazing and combinatorially non-trivial the occurrence of the operator F2
is in the case of the monotone Hurwitz numbers. Compare it with the case of the usual Hurwitz
numbers, where the generating function is given by
@
0
ˇˇ
e
ř8
i“1
αipi
i etF2eα´1
ˇˇ
0
D
and the standard
cut-and-join equation
B
Bt
@
0
ˇˇ
e
ř8
i“1
αipi
i etF2eα´1
ˇˇ
0
D “ @0ˇˇ eř8i“1 αipii F2etF2eα´1 ˇˇ0D
is in this form natural and does not require any further computation.
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Lemma 2.3. For any Young diagram ν we have:ÿ
λPνz1
crνlν{λ
Hλ
“ 2
Hν
ÿ
lPν
crνl.
This lemma might be obvious for the experts in the representation theory of the symmetric
group, as it can be derived from the Vershik-Okounkov approach [VO04] (we thank experts for
pointing this out). However, with a view towards its generalizations for symmetric functions of the
contents of skew hooks (that would be necessary if one tries to generalize the same approach that
we use here to the orbifold case), we feel that the recent papers by Dehaye, Han, and Xiong [Han10,
DHX17, HX18] provide the most suitable combinatorial tools. So, we also give an alternative proof
of this lemma that derives it from a remarkable result of Han on the so-called g-functions of integer
partitions [Han10, Theorem 1.1]. Note that this theorem of Han has already been applied in the
theory of topological recursion in a completely different context, see [DBMN`17].
Proof using the action of Jucys-Murphy elements in representations of symmetric groups. Recall that
the elements of the Gelfand-Tsetlin (Young) basis of the representation V ν of the symmetric group
S|ν| are identified with Young tableaux associated with ν. Recall also that the action of the vector
of the Jucys-Murphy elements pJ1 “ 0,J2, . . . ,J|ν|q in the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis is diagonal, and
the vector of eigenvalues on a particular Young tableau is given by its vector of contents [VO04].
Consider the operator J|ν| acting on V ν . We compute its trace in two different ways.
On the one hand, it commutes with the action of S|ν|´1. Therefore it acts by scalar multiplication
on the irreducible factors of V ν considered as a representation of S|ν|´1. Since V ν splits as‘λPνz1V λ
and the action of J|ν| restricted to V λ is given by scalar multiplication by crνlν{λ , we have
(3) TrV νJ|ν| “
ÿ
λPνz1
dimλ ¨ crνlν{λ “ p|ν| ´ 1q!
ÿ
λPνz1
crνlν{λ
Hλ
.
On the other hand, J|ν| is just a sum of |ν|´1 transpositions, and the trace of any transposition
on V ν is the same. Thus TrV νJ|ν| is equal to p2{|ν|qTrV ν pJ2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` J|ν|q. Note that operator
J2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` J|ν| acts on V ν simply by scalar multiplication by řlPν crνl. Thus we have:
(4) TrV νJ|ν| “ 2|ν| dim ν
ÿ
lPν
crνl “ 2 p|ν| ´ 1q!Hν
ÿ
lPν
crνl.
Equating the right hand sides of the two expressions (3), (4) for TrV νJ|ν| gives the statement
of the lemma. 
Combinatorial proof using Han’s g-functions. The special case of ν “ p1 ě 1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě 1q can be
checked directly. So we assume that `pνq ă |ν| in the rest of the proof.
We use a result of Han, see [Han10, Theorem 1.1]. Han defines a g-function of a partition ν as
gνpxq :“
|ν|ź
i“1
px` νi ´ iq.
It is proved in [Han10, Theorem 1.1] that for any Young diagram νÿ
λPνz1
gλpxq
Hλ
“ gνpx` 1q ´ gνpxq
Hν
.
We rewrite this as
(5)
ÿ
λPνz1
gλpxq
gνpxq
1
Hλ
“
gνpx`1q
gνpxq ´ 1
Hν
.
and substitute x “ |ν|{2` 1{w with an intention to compare the coefficients of w3 on both sides of
this equation. This might seem arbitrary, but taking exactly these coefficients in the w-expansions
of both sides of this equality produces precisely the result we claim in this Lemma, as shown below.
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On the left hand side, let us assume that the coordinates of the box lν{λ are pνj , jq. Then
gλpxq
gνpxq “
p |ν|2 ` 1w ` νj ´ j ´ 1q
p |ν|2 ` 1w ` νj ´ jqp |ν|2 ` 1w ´ |ν|q
,
and the coefficient of w3 is given by pνj ´ jq ` |ν|2{4. Since řλPνz1H´1λ “ |ν|H´1ν , the coefficient
of w3 on the left hand side of equation (5) is equal to
(6)
|ν|3
4Hν
`
ÿ
λPνz1
crνlν{λ
Hλ
.
Now we compute the coefficient of w3 on the right hand side of equation (5). We have:
gνp|ν|{2` 1{w ` 1q
gνp|ν|{2` 1{wq “
|ν|ź
i“1
p1` w ` w2pi´ νi ´ |ν|2 q ` w3pi´ νi ´ |ν|2 q2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q,
and the coefficient of w3 in this expression is equal to
`pνqÿ
i“1
νipνi ´ 2i` 1q ` |ν|
3
4
“ 2
ÿ
lPν
crνl ` |ν|
3
4
.
Thus the coefficient of w3 on the right hand side of equation (5) is equal to
(7)
|ν|3
4Hν
` 2
Hν
ÿ
lPν
crνl.
Han’s theorem, in the form of equation (5), thus implies that expressions (6) and (7) must be
equal, which leads to the statement of the lemma. 
3. Topological recursion for monotone Hurwitz numbers
Topological recursion is a technique to reconstruct in a universal way solutions to various enu-
merative geometry problems using a small set of initial data. It was originally developed by
Chekhov, Eynard, and Orantin in the context of matrix model theory, see [EO07]. In the case
of the monotone Hurwitz numbers we specify the following input data: The curve is CP1, the
basic functions are x “ pz ´ 1q{z2, y “ ´z, and the Bergman kernel is B “ dz1dz2{pz1 ´ z2q2.
The function x has a unique critical point at z “ 2, and we denote by σ the deck transforma-
tion in the neighborhood of this point. Using this data one reconstructs symmetric n-differentials
ωg,npz1, . . . , znq by the rule
ω0,1pz1q– ´ ypz1qdxpz1q;
ω0,2pz1, z2q– Bpz1, z2q;
ωg,n`1pz0, zrnsq– Resz“2
şσpzq
z
Bpz0, ¨q
ydxpσpzqq ´ ydxpzq
„
ωg,n`2pz, σpzq, zrnsq
`
1ÿ
h`k“g
I\J“rns
ωh,|I|`1pz, zIqωk,|J|`1pσpzq, zJq

Here by
ř1
we mean that we take the sum excluding the cases when ph, |I| ` 1q or pk, |J | ` 1q are
equal to p0, 1q, and by zS for any set S Ă rns “ t1, . . . , nu we denote the tuple of variables indexed
by S.
The connected monotone Hurwitz numbers Hg˝,µ are defined in terms of the disconnected mono-
tone Hurwitz numbers via the inclusion-exclusion formula. The generating function is given by
logZps, t,pq—
ÿ
dě1, µ$d, bě0
g:“ b´d´`pµqq2 PZě0
sd
d!
tbHg˝,µpµ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pµ`pµq
Denote by Fg,n the n-point function
ř
`pµq“nHg˝,µ
śn
i“1 x
µi
i .
We give a new proof of the following theorem of Do, Dyer, and Mathews that connects the
formal expansion of differentials ωg,n in the variable x and the n-point functions.
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Theorem 3.1 ([DDM17]). We have: ω0,1 “ dF0,1, ω0,2 “ d1d2F0,2 ` dx1dx2{px1 ´ x2q2, and
ωg,n “ d1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dnFg,n for 2g ´ 2` n ą 0.
Proof. First, one has to check by hand the cases of pg, nq “ p0, 1q and p0, 2q. It is done in [DDM17,
Lemma 9 and Proposition 14], see also [KLS16, Theorems A.1 and A.3]. Then, one has to check
that the formal power series Fg,n is indeed an expansion of the products of certain functions on the
curve, that is, the multiple B{Bx derivatives of 1{pz ´ 2q. This is equivalent to the polynomiality
property proved in [GGPN13b, Theorem 1.5], see also [KLS16, Theorem 5.2] (note that this prop-
erty is highly non-trivial). Once these preliminary steps are completed, the topological recursion
is equivalent to the quadratic loop equation, see [BS17, Theorem 2.2]. Namely, we have to prove
that the functions
DFg,npzrnsq– d1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dnFg,ndx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn
(note that the polynomiality property allows us to consider these expressions not as formal power
series, but as global functions defined on CP1) satisfy the following property:
DFg,n`2pz, σpzq, zrnsq `
ÿ
h`k“g
I\J“rns
DFh,|I|`1pz, zIqDFk,|J|`1pσpzq, zJq
is holomorphic in z in the neighborhood of z “ 2. In order to prove this, we use the cut-and-
join equation proved in the previous section. Namely, consider equation (1) specialized for the
connected monotone Hurwitz numbers:
1
2t
„
s
B logZ
Bs ´ sp1

“
1
2
8ÿ
i,j“1
„
pi` jqpipj B logZBpi`j ` ijpi`j
B2 logZ
BpiBpj ` ijpi`j
B logZ
Bpi
B logZ
Bpj

.
As shown in [DKO`15, DLPS15], under the condition ω0,2 “ d1d2F0,2 ` dx1dx2{px1 ´ x2q2 and
the polynomiality property (which are both satisfied in our case) this equation, rewritten in terms
of n-point functions and symmetrized with respect to the deck transformation, gives the quadratic
loop equation. Note that the left hand side of the cut-and-join equation is different in this case
and in [DKO`15, DLPS15], but symmetrization with respect to the deck transformation makes
these contributions holomorphic in any case. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 3.2. Since this method of proof of the topological recursion was already used in the
literature (cf. [DLPS15]), it probably falls into the “known to the experts” category in this case.
We give here its brief account merely for completeness, as the illustration how closely the second
Casimir operator C2 (or, equivalently, F2 in the semi-infinite wedge formalism) is related to the
quadratic loop equation. In fact, modulo some local expansion analysis and very general state-
ments on topological recursion, the combination of two theorems of Goulden, Guay-Paquet, and
Novak, [GGPN13b, Theorem 1.5] and [GGPN13a, Theorem 1.2] immediately implies the topolog-
ical recursion statement.
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